




























































































BEFORE FIRST CONTACT
Obtain reading on temperature.
Estimate the percentage of cloud cover in the area. 
TIME FIRST CONTACT.
See(with a small telescope) if Lunar Disk is 

brighter than any visible sunspots.
Take frequent photographs of the Sun.
Measure the drop in the temperature.
Observe crescents projected by spaces between leaves. 
Steps 5, 6, and 7 should be performed frequently 
during the partial phases.

Observe the Eclipse Shadow Bands.
Observe Baileyls Beads or the Diamond Ring Effect. 
TIME SECOND CONTACT.
Map the Corona of the Sun and Record its colour. 
Map t h e prominences.
Observe the sky. Can you see. the Lunar Shadow? 
Photograph the Sun twice.
If time allows, note appearance and brightness

of the Lunar Disk. Can you see any Lunar 
structure?

TIME THIRD CONTACT.
Observe the Diamond Ring Effect, and/or Bailey's B< 
Observe shadow rising in east.
Observe the Eclipse Shadow Bands.

FINAL PLAN FOR OBSERVATION OF THE JULY TWENTIETH SOLAR ECLIPSE

ECLIPSE PLANNING
July 20, 1963

PLAN A::::::To be followed when the skies are clear and when 
the Sun is visible for a reasonable period of time 

Step No. Observations and Recordings

Take frequent photographs. (Steps 20, 21, and 22 — s< 
Measure the rise in the temperature. ((note under st< 
Observe crescents projected by spaces between leave; 
Sea(with a small 'scope) if Lunar disk is brighter 
than, any sunspots.
TIME FOURTH CONTACT.
Obtain reading on temperature.
:To be followed should it be or turn mainly cloudy. 
Photograph the Sun when possible.
Note darkening and brightening of sky and region. 
Note temperature drop and rise.
How thick is cloud cover(estimate)?
Photograph region.
Can you see shadow?
:To be followed should it be or turn cloudy. 
Photograph region.
Note darkening of sky and region, and brightening. 
Note temperature changes. 
::To be followed if it should rain.
Note darkening and brightening of sky and region. 
Note temperature changes.NOTE: Use various plans when neededm and try to look for breaks in clouds if they are present.







ECLIPSE PLANNING
July 14, 1963
SUMMARY OF ECLIPSE PLANNING 

AND
SOME PINAL NOTES FOR THE ECLIPSE: JULY 20, 1963
SUMMARY
Page 1.....First Rough Plan for the eclipse. 17 step
Page 2.....Partial Eclipse Plans for Denver...Substi 

These plans were drawn up just in case 
we were unable to go to Grand'Mere to se e 
Eclipse.

Page 3.....Notes. ......These and the notes on
Pages 4, 5, and 6 contain valuable information

on the eclipse. The exact times of contact 
will not be obtained, in this eclipse, 
by us, due to the fact that our watch 
is not accurate to the nearest millisecond 
so we cannot, especially on Contacts 1 a 
obtain very accurate contact readings.

Pages 7,8,and 9 involve the first of the ten eclipse 
tests.

Page 10....contains plans that were called(are called 
really) B,C, and D later on in the text. 
planning notes.

Page 1 1....This is not too meaningful right now
because we are not sure if the camera we 
will be using(it may not be a Minolta-16 ) 
can use a roll taking 20 pictures, and if 
we can obtain such ax roll. However,

Page 12.....is valuable.
Page 13.....first summary of planning.
Page 14 Analysis of first eclipse dream. Two other

dreams, incidently, were remembered that 
occured after this one. One occured in 
late June and involved seeing a total 
eclipse in Denver, but we awoke before 
the total phade came along. The other 
occured about July 8 and also involved 
this eclipse. But details cannot be remei 
too well about this dream.

Pages 15,16,and17.....See notes above referring to 3
4, 5, and 6. These pages, in other words 
also contain valuable information about 
the eclipse.

Page 18....Eclipse Test No. 2.
Pages 19, 20, 21, 22 Eclipse tests no. 3,4,5,6,

ively.
Page 23.....These times were helpful when people

asked us how l ong the eclipse would be 
in a certain city. The tests were 
analysed in the empty space below 
and average times for each totality ste 
determined. See next page for averages



ECLIPSE PLANNING
SUMMARY AND PINAL NOTES; CONT'D.
PREPARED July 14, 1963
The averages are as follows :
Second Contact: 4 2/3 seconds.
Mapping Prominences : 12 1/6 seconds.
Mapping and recording colour of the corona: 10 1/3 seconds.
Observing the sky::9 2/3 seconds.
Photography: 8 2/3 seconds.
Page 24......This page discusses the possibility of

participating in a certain program. The 
letter appears on this page and on the other 
side the answer appears. We will try both 
parts.

Page 25...This brings in information about the shadow.
It also brings to light the fact that 

we may be able to see the shadow if we stay 
in or near Montreal.

Page 26...This is the second Rough Plan for observing 
the eclipse. 24 steps. On

Page 27, we print plans B, C, and D. Plan B is for
Mainly Cloudy skies. Plan C for cloudy skies, 
and plan D for rainy skies.

Page 28...Eclipse Test No. 7.
Pages 29 and 3 0 :are also this eclipse testa which was 

two hours long.
Page 31 is Eclipse Test No. 8, a copy of No. 7. It was 

held in our hospital room, while test 7 was 
held in the Home's Astronomy room. Tests 1-6 
inc. were all held in Room Two of Peshkin Bldg. .

Pages 32, 33, 34, and 35...Eclipse test No. 9..all day.
Page 36.....This is the all important FINAL PLAN for 

observing the eclipse. It has all four plans.
Page 37......Test 10. A copy of Test 9. It tested

the final plan, and it is good, and can 
be used for the eclipse. All ten tests 
were very successful. Now it Is Sunday, July 14, 
Only six days remain until the critical moment 
arrives. Will this plan work? This plan, 
remember, is a general one.

The Plan that will Be used this eclipse 
is a very general/xxxxxxx. It will 'pave the 
way' for other eclipses, that we observe.
Whether the next one Is the 1972 eclipse, or 
an earlier one, this eclipse will give us 
the experience needed to make a more detailed 
study on the next eclipse.

Page One itself took planning; mental plan
ning, that lasted a few days. Officially we started planning for this eclipse on April 28, 
1963, almost three months before the eclipse 
occurs.



ECLIPSE PLANNING 
SUNDAY, JULY 14, 1963 
SUMMARY & FINAL NOTES

And now...six days left and almost all is ready,. 

FINAL NOTES
During the eclipse, remember that they eye must 

be protected during the partial phases.
It is also a must that we only look at the Sun 

when necessary.
The Sun, on July 20, at 4:39 P.M. EST., will be in 

the western part of the sky.
So, it will be necessary to find a location 

where no trees block the way.
But remember about the crescents between leaves.
Trees right behind us will help.
In conclusion, remember that the eyes MUST 

be protected. The cardboard projection method of 
viewing the eclipse indirectly should be used.
A pinhole in a piece of cardboard will help carry 
the Sun's rays and project them on a white surface.

A 35mm camera will be used as well at the Minolta-16.
There are six days left, and everything is now 

ready for the eclipse.'All systems are'go'for 
observation of this phenomenon, and everything 
appears READY. Just a few last minute details will be 
performed in Montreal one day before the eclipse.
The only real thing left now is to hope......and pray....
...for a clear sky and a successful fulfillntent of
o u r  e c l ip s e  p ro g r a m .





ECLIPSE GENERAL ANALYSIS
A. NOTES WRITTEN JULY 20, 1963 
by David Levy
CONTACTS
First: 15:34:00. ESTSecond: Approximately 16:41.
Third: About 16:42.Fourth: Mainly cloudy at the time—  not recorded.
TEMPERATURE READINGS
EST - EASTERN STANDARD TIME
13:53 93 °F.
14:09 87
14:23 96
14 :3 0 100
14 :45 99
14 :59 95
15:23 87
15:37 After 1st cont. 90
15:44 83
14:50 81
16:05 88
16:16 80
16:25 78
16:44  After 3rd cont. 72 
16:58 76
17:04 75
17:10 72
17:21 72
17:33 73
17:38 73
CLOUD COVER READINGS
15:36 25%
15:50 50%
16:07 50% All are estimates
16:16 80%
16:53 50%16:58 70%
17:04 75%
17:10 80%
17:21 85%
17:29 85%
17:38 80%
Some remarks
16:14 Clouds turning reddish in east
16:43 } Clouds were really, really black.
16:43 }during totality A night bird started chirping.
17:58 Plan adopted for cloudy skies







ECLIPSE ANALYSIS 
D. ANALYSIS OF STEPS
Please refer to page 36 for the Final Plan.
Step Observations.
1 Accomplished; see readings on page41.
2 Cloud cover varied. On the average, 

before first contact, cloud cover was 
between 25 and 50%.

3 See page 41.
4 * NOT ACCOMPLISHED. No sizeable telescope available.
5 Mother took the photographs, I fo cused the Sun 

through Ranger telescope and Paul Astrof held 
the cardboard projection sheet. Mother took
a few shots of the Sun directly, but it is hot
believed that those came out.

6 See page 41. A drop from 100 (in the Sun) to
72 degrees at totality and a bit after third
contact was noticed. Drop, therefore, was, 

although greatly influenced by clouds, 28 degrees. 
7. These were spotted quite nicely at about 75%

totality.
8. * Attempted, but NOT ACCOMPLISHED. Too cloudy.
9. Bailey's Beads were observed; beautiful.
10. *35- Second contact was estimated; see page 41; but

due  to the excitement and tension, was 
NOT ACCOMPLISHED.

11. The corona (page 42)) was yellowish white and 
was fantastic.

12. * No prominecemces were visible; NOT ACCOMPLISHED.
13. The sky was observed; no stars or planets 

because of clouds; shadow observed.
14. Mother took some shots of totalitym it is 

not believed that they came out.
15. * NOT ACCOMPLISHED. Too hazy.
16. See page 41.
17. * NOT ACCOMPLISHED. Just not visibledue to haze.
18. We definitely saw the shadow ' rising' and

moving away. We noticed extreme darkness to 
the xxxxx southeast.

19. * NOT ACCOMPLISHED; too cloudy.
PLAN C.
1. * NOT ACCOMPLISHED.
2. Xxxx We noted the sky getting brighter

after totality, and it got suddenly 
brighter just after third contact.

3. See page 41.PLAN A. Step 25. See page 41.
But of 25 possible steps, 8 were not covered. This 

indicates quite successful fullfillment of the plans in 
use.



ECLIPSE OF THE SUN:
JULY 20, 1963 

THE STORY
On October 2, 1959, a party of three(Mother, 

Gerry and I), at six o'clock in the morning, went 
to the lookout to observe the partial eclipse of 
the Sun that day. The first half of the eclipse 
was eclipsed by clouds, but by the last quarter 
clouds had broken and the eclipse was plainly 
visible. When I got back home I did a little bit of 
research on the subject of eclipses.

That eclipse was one of the contributing factors 
that got me interested in Astronomy in the first 
place. I checked a map that day and said,to myself, 
that I was going to try to see the 1963 eclipse.
The totality path seemed to cover the Montreal area.

About 3 3/4 years followed, with two Lunar 
Eclipses occuring during that time. I missed one 
because I slept through it. The 1961 Eclipse 
was fine— that l ast part. The first was obscurred 
by clouds. Another eclipse of the moon I missed 
completely without even knowing of it.

At the end of April I started planning for 
this eclipse* Planning reached a peak at the times 
when eclipse tests 2, 3, 4 , 5, and 6 were being held. 
After school let out a lot of last-minute planning 
was done. Plans were also made for my trip home.
If it were not for the eclipse, I wouldn't be going 
home in the first place, and by this time we were 
all fully aware that the path of totality would 
run slightly southeast of Montreal.

Excitement mounted in my mind as the eclipse 
neared. Two months— one month— at about this 
time the home let me know that I would be going 
home for ten days— - from July 18-to July 29.
The climax was nearing fast. July 18— my trip 
home. It was a big day— it was my first airplane 
flight alone. It did seem, however, that Mom and 
Dad were right by me— although they were really 
in Montreal waiting for my arrival. At 7:30 
or so I landed in Montreal. That night was a 
busy one. We made plans that Mother would do 
the photography, and Father the timing.

One day left. Eclipse enthusiasm was 
widespread in Montreal. Today I heard 
the first weather forecast on the phone tht 
mentioned the eclipse. “Chances of viewing eclipse 
in southeastern Quebec— very poor."
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I retired relatively early Friday night with 
a prayer that the skies would be clear and 
my observations successful.

Saturday dawned bright and hazy.
Of course we had no trouble in obtaining
weather forecasts---the radio stations
and newspapers had enough forecasts to keep 
us busy.

At about 10:00 A.M. We left home.
The skies were cloudy. The clouds grew thicker 
as we went on to our sifti$/ We had decided 
to change our location to Lake William, near 
Thetford Mines, on the south shore.

We stopped to eat lunch on the way.
Clouds were breaking.

At T-2 hours or so we arrived at 
our location. We started to take temperature 
readings and cloud cover readings. The 
team composed of 4 members— Mother, Father, Paul 
Astrof,(a friend,of mine) and I were there.

We paused at T-1hour to first contact for 
a coke.

We focused the Sun through RANGER, a little 
refractor I picked for XXXXX $3.00. was
whole. Clouds then obscured the Sun. However, 
just before first contact, clouds broke and 
the Sun came out. A few minutes later we 
Bbbbbsbk focused the Sun through Ranger and 
photographed it. First contact-— any second now. 
Suddenly a slightly hazy patch nicked one limb 
of Sol. We knew it was first contact. Within a half 
minute the hazy patch was a clear-cut nick in the 
Sun. Shortly after Mom saw it through filters.
That first contact was very gratifying to me.
It seemed to climax all those hours of planning.

The nick soon grew into a good bite. Every 
now and then clouds obscured it, but we 
were able to see most of the first half.

At about 50% we noticed that the Sunshine 
on the mountains wasn't quite as bright as 
before.

Paul soon noticed that clouds in the east 
were turning orange. Things were getting quieter 
than usual; and a wedding that had been taking place 
nearby broke up. I doubt that the eclipse had any thing 
to do with this wedding party, however.
But people stopped to look up at a now crescent-shaped 
Sun.

The Sun now took the shape of a clipped toenail.
We looked under a tree, and noticed that every open 
space in the shadow of the tree took the shape of a 
crescent. Big crescents, small crescents, all sizes 
of crescents.
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The crescents as they looked between the leaves.

The crescent Sun grew smaller. It grew 
thinner, and these once-orange clouds 
in the east were now definitely red.

The atmosphere showed a definite 
quieting down of everything. Birds 
were beginning to stop chirping.

The entire region took 
a very, very erie effect.

But it was 
apparent that a race was 
starting. A race between clouds  
and the Lunar shadow, which 
was coming --- fast.

The clouds that aritimrgd 
broke to allow a splendid view of 
the partial phases 
were fast approaching the Sun.
It was quite certain that if they covered 
Ole Sol now, 

we would miss all of totality.
We noted the partial phases 

and compared them to maximum phases 
in other cities. We noted how Denver's 
view would be at about 50% eclipse. 
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Skies were darkening rapidly. A family group 
out on a cruise in their motorboat stopped cruising 
and looked at the thin crescent of a Sun.
Only two percent of the Sun Remained.

Totality was almost upon us. Daddy remarked,
“Well, David, you're going to see xxx it aftr all." 
Bailey's Bead's appeared, and we photographed them.
All of a sudden idnoptiBtoxxk. darkness swept upon us.
Oh., what a sight! Something that is not only 
beautiful. Gxorgxous cannot describe it.
It was eerie. The clouds that had been white, then 
orange, and then red, were now black. Blacker 
than thick thunderstorm clouds.

It was too cloudy to see any stars or planets. 
The corona was fantastic. Absolutely magnificent.
And very erie. At plus 45 seconds or so, a night bird 
toxxAampiiekfryxnxstarted to sing. That was 
the only sound that broke the silence of the total 
eclipse.

But as quickly as it got dark, it brightened up 
again. And, within one minute after third contact, 
clouds covered the Sun. We only got one more glimpse 
at a crescent Sun after that.

We ate dinner during the second half of the 
eclipse. We took our temperature and cloud cover readings 
also. When the eclipse ended(we missed fourth contact) 
we went home. We arrived back at the house at about 
10:30 P.M. EDTX.

That day was followed by about two weeks of 
rest-— while I was home, I didn't do anything 
but immediate necessary analysis. The analysis 
was started after I came back to JNH&C.

And now, the analysis is over. When 
we come to think of it, the eclipse was really successful.
“We obtained first contact, which was important.
We saw totality, which was all-important." So said 
my father, and I agree with him one hundred percent.
We saw the Moon's shadow. We saw At as it travelled 
on, southeastward, to complete its course.

The eclipse ment a lot to me, personally.
If the eclipse 's path did not pass just northeast of 
Montreal, and southeast of it, xx I wouldn't go xxxxxhave gone 
most likely.

The Almighty had planned it that way. Just 
as he has planned all future eclipses, which help 
to demonstrate the greatness and glory of the Lord.

T H E  E N D


